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ABSTRACT 

Ov.er 170 gunshot residue handsamples were analyzed, using the 

inorganic luminescence detection method, in order to assess the potential 

for a gunshot residue test based on elemental analysis. Data were obtained 

for both indoor and outdoor firings using a variety of commercial brands of 

ammu'hition. The tape adhesive sample collection method, previously de-

veloped for detection by the particle analysis method based on the scanning 

electron microscope, was found very effective ,in collecting gunshot residue 

for ana.lysis by inorganic luminescence, as well as minimi.zing sensitivity to 

background interference. Analyses of 45 handblanks gave l~esults for antiInony 
," 

consistently lower than those based on neutron activation analysis that have 
1,1 

been reported by otheJ;,:s. However, amounts of antimony fou:nd in residue 
,J) 

specimens using the ino:tganic luminescence method and obt'ained from firings 

of the. 22, .; 32, and. 380 ca.liber, and 9 mm semiautomatic pistols and. 22, 

.32, and. 38 caliber revolvers studied were comparable to' those reported 

in other studies. The data suggest that lead is slightly more useful than 
:i 

barium as ail indicator of;the presence of gunshot residue. SOlne preliminary 
. ¢ 

tests were made to measure persistence, and transfer of residue was studied. 

Lead declined to background levels when collection of residue was delayed for 

one hour after firing andpa:rticipants,'were allowed unrestricted activity. 
"~ . 

Althol1.gh:',~ntimony levels declined significantly, they tended to remain above 

backgrourid levels for up t~ four hours. Transfer of residue from the non-
I 

firing haiid was frequently apparent when delays in collection of one, two, and 
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three hours were involved. Transfer of r(~sidue from hands to pockets was 

readily apparent from the antimony content of ::H;unplestaken from the pocket. 
~~ ; . 

It was 'also observed, as reported by others, that although residue could be 
, 

removed' by wiping hands on clothing or with towels, detectable traces of 

antimony remained. 

A simple, inexpensive, commercial filter fluorimeter Was modified , 

for antimony detection. 
) 

Preliminary tests indicate that the instrument will 
" 

.:~ .. 
perform well for the analysis of antimouy. This conclusion is based on 

the antimony levels found in the lir:nited persistence data obtained in this 

study, but ~an be modified as a result of more complete persistence data 

that will be obtained as part of further studies of the particle analysis 

method. 
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SUMMARY 

i, 
f 

" 
/1 

The typical cr~ina1istics laboratory has great need of an inexpensive, 

s~ple test fo~ the presence of gunshot residue on the hands of suspects. A 

previous report 1 described a technique for gunshot residue analysis based 

on detection of antimony and lead by photolwninescence, which offered ad-

vantages over existing elemental detection procedures in terms of cost and 

ease of analysis. The objectives of this study were to establish convenient 

operational procedures for elemental analyses and to acquire a data base for 

firings of representative handguns and for handblanks. In addition, studies 

of the persistence of residue deposits foHowing firing and of transfer of re-

sidue from firing to nonfiring hands and to clothing have been initiated. 

Development of a highly convenient and efficient residue collection 

procedure has been of major ~portance to test procedures. The tape adhe

sive collection procedure was initially developed for the highly promising 

technique of particle detection by scanning electron microscopy. In this 

WOl4 k, the tape adhesive collection procedure has been adapted to elemental 

analysis and found to offer significant advantages over previous methods. 

It reduces response to background contatnination without sacrifice of sensi-

tivity to antilnony and lead components of re sidue. In addition, the tape 

adhesive is readily available, collection is extremely s~ple, and sample 

work-up is easy and rapid. The residue is collected by repeatedly pres sing 

a disc coated with adhesive against the hand, covering the areas of residue 

deposit. In order to prepare a sample for analysis, several drops of dilute 
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hydrochloric acid are placed on the sample disc for about three minutes, 

and then the solution is transferxed to a quartz sample tube in which the 

measurements are made dh·Gctly. 

Extensive data were obtained for handsamples taken following firing o£ 

a range of handguns spanning types commonly encountered in criminalistic 

work. In particular, .22, .32, and. 38 caliber revolvers and. 22, .32, and 

.380 caliber, and 9 mm semiautomatic pist01s were used. The measured 

post-firing quantities of antimony were in accord with those reported in 

previous studie s that relied on neutron activation analysis. In a.ddition/'the 

data represents a significant addition to the information about the lead con-

tent of residue, which was not available frorn neutron activation analysis. 

Lead measurements varied over the range of 0.1 to ,9.0 micrograms for 

firings, and over the range of 0.08 to 1.3 lnicrograms £01' handblanks. In 

contrast, antimony in firing samples varied from less than 0.01 to 2.2 

microgl'ams, whereas it was normally undetectable (less than 0.01 micro

grams) in handblanks. Only one handblank out of 45 had more than 0.01 

micrograms of antimony, and it was taken from a machinist. Of all firing 
.; 

handsamples studied, 89 percent contained more than 0.01 micrograms of 

antimony. These results suggest that measurement of antimony by inorganiC 

luminescence should be an effective screening test for the presence of gun

shot residue. The data indicate that considerably less antimony is detected 

in handblanks using inorganic luminescence and the tape lift than was found 

earlier for a similar class of subjects using neutron activation analysis and 

a paraffin lift. 
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Limited studies wer~ also made of persistence and transfer of 

residue. The amount of ant~ony 011 the firing hand decreased by an order 

of magnitude in th~ fil'st hour and then more slowly. When a .32 Llama 

semiautomatic pistol was used, antimony generally could be detected~h the 

firing hand four hours after the pistol was fired. Lead, however, was not 

detectable above the normal handblank value after one hour. Transfer of 

antim.ony to the nonfiring hand was also observed when sample collection 

was delayed. 

The effect of the shootel· l s activity on the persistence of residue was 

tested by ]:\.il,ving subjects repeatedly pIt-Ice their hands inside their pants 

pockets after firing and before the collection of residue. Also, tests were 

made after subjects wiped their hands on clothing following firing. In both 

cases, lead was reduced to handblank levels, whereas antilnony l'cmair.led 

1\ 

above handblarlk quantities. Sample I' . s were a so ta,:<;:en directly from sl.lbjects I 

pants pockets after they had placed their firing hands inside their pockets 

three times .. In each case 4' ,I more an .. unony was detected than was measl.lred 

in the highest pocketblank',9ampling of pants pockets may represent a U$e

ful new procedure because retention Of residue in the pocket can be antici

pated to be more prolonged than on hands. 

. Overall comparison of results with those reported in prior studies by 

neutron activation analysis supports the conclusion thatantimony is the most: 

valuable elemental indicator for the prese~ce of residue. Both lead and 
• '0 

ba.ri~ are of limited value becau~ie of theil' highe'r abundance in handblanks. 

The new data suggest that lead is slightly more usef~l than barium. 
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A limited search was mad~ of potentialluminesct;ll1ce methods for 
,,~-:~, 

detec,ting barium, but nQ promising approaches have been identified. Room-': 

temperature methods of analysis fqr antimony and lead have also been 13ought, 

but the approaches pursued for antimony detection at room temperature lacked 

the required sensitivity, and the lead procedures were too sensitive to inter

terence from background contamination. Since the existing low-temperature 

method is reliable and extremely easy to perform, further exploration of 

new methods h·"ul been deferred. 

PreliITlinary testing of a commercial filter fluorimeter modified for 

antimony detection indicates that a simple, single -wavelength instrument 
("\ .. 

can measure the ant:imony content of residue'~ Although 'the simple procedure 

is less specific for antimony than the measurement of the entire excitation 

spectrum, the sensitivity is definitely adequate. Therefore, there is excel~ 
;( 

lent promise 101' a simple screening instrument, costing on the order 9f 

$1000,' provided"spectral interference from typical handblank impurities is 

not encountered frequently at the wavelengths selected. 

(j 

0'.1 

• ~. j 

. '. ··"%~i"~~1.: 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUC TION 

This report summarizes results of a series of gunshot residue 

analyses that was conducted to evaluate the inorganic .f~'ininescence method 

for detection of antimony (Sb) and lead (Pb) in gunshot residue samples 

taken from the hands of suspects. Handblank and firing data have been 

obtained that will bE'l.:useful for assessment of inorganic luminescence as a 

screening test for firearms cases. Methodology improvements are ~e;scribed 

that have been achieved since the initial report ir'as is sued. 1 This report, 

second in a series, is directed toward work with a variety ofhanclguns, 

including a limited persistence study. 
"-;L 

A new collection method for gunshot residue us~ng a layer of tape 
• .t·_." ,'/ -, 

adhesive has been developed as a replacement for the wash procedure used 

in the original work. In the studies described in this report, handsampie·s.:,:/,:, 

were taken immediately after one-round firings of various common' caliber 

handguns, particularly. 22, ~ 32, and. 38 calibers. These samples, as 
/) 

well as handsamples taken from persons who had not fired a gun (termed 

handblanks), were analyzed for Ph ~and Sb content. The persistence of 

gunshot residue on the back of the ha~cls 'was studied as a function of-:-:.,.:\;.;. 

activity and time delay'of sample collection following one-round firings from., 

a .32 caliber semiautomatic pistol. P~ckets and shirt sleeves of clothing 

were also exanllned for evidence of gunshot residue, with positiv'e"·:·reEl:ults . 

This report is a substantia:l addition to the published data on Pb in residue 
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and is the first extensive quantitative survey based on the tape adhesive 
,.' , 

,1 

collection method. 

Current detection procedures are based on elemental analyses. 
1 

Neutron activation analysis is used to determine the presence of Sb and 
! ' 

1 

barium (Ba), whereas flameless atomic absor~tion spectrometry, which 
,', 

(\ 

Qs currently being 11xplor~d by severallabQratories, is capable of detecting 

Sb, Ba, and Pb. The principal limitation of tl1ese procedures is the pres-
'i"~" 

ence of these elements in environmental conta:minants. Sarn,ples taken from 

the hands of p~l;sons who have not fired guns often show appreciable quan

tities of Ba and Ph. Therefore, in practice, ,.a'threshold limit is set that, 

. if exceeded, i's,,-taken tosiifnal a positive test for gunshot residue. Unfor

tunately, if this threshold is seti~~gh enough to avoid a significant number 

of f';'l,~e positive decisions (e. g., ;~'~\~;;'than 5 percent false pqsitives), then 

a la:~~e fraction of the decisions is falsely negative for known firing cases, 

even for samples collected immediately after firing. 2 This problem can 

now be ov~~come by use o,f the highly reliable dete~~on method based on 

scanning electron microscopy, which was described in a recent report. 3 It 

was shown that the scanning:i:~f~6'ti/::m.icr~~??pe with x-ray elemental 

analysis should provide highly specific identification of residue particles. 

The mostitf~~ent data',suggest that it will be po~sible to, find and identify 

characte:ristic particle:s conclusively many hours afte~ fil-ing" even £01' 

1 

smal+,;:'>:~~i,!,+ber, clean guns, using this new detection method. This type of 
, <fJ;"-~k.' , ., \:, 
,J~.~~ • .. I \ 

t;\~f.lysis requir,es . expensive equipment and, as' a';~t:l}3t1lt, rn.any smaller crime 
.. ~;, .' 

laboratories w<?uld have to send their samples elsewhere. Thti·s~.,a simple 
'"\i_-'i';;,.ii~}{·; 

-2-
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and less expensive elemerital method of detection would be useful for local 
'I';' , 

'." . ."', 

laboratory use as a screening test. For this application, the threshold 

lim:~ts set for positive results can be lowered substantially because posith"~r;', 

samples would be submitted for confir.matory analysis using the scanning 

electron microscope. When the lower threshold is used, the occurrence of 

false negatives can be reduced to an acceptable frequency. ,For example, 

if the 'threshold is set to give no more than 5 percent false negatives for 

immediately collected sampl~,s of .38 caliber Special revolver firings, then, 
,'/-: 

by extrapolation <;>f published' data, about 10 percent false positives would 
".'" :,:", 

result for nprmal handblanks from subjects with low background exposure 

to Sb and Ba. 

Som~ preliminary effort has been devoted to developrnen,t of an in~x

pensive fiiterfluorimeter instrum.ent for 'inorganic ·lumin,.~scerlce analysis. 

This instrumelJ,t is intended a,.s,a screening detector for the small, local 
" ",', 

laboratory. Ideally, the. cost would be within thebu'~get limits of most 

laboratories (about $1000), and HFtle specialized training~'ould be required 
f~:)' • 
S,', 
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CHAP'l'ER II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

j , 

" 

After the firing of a gun, the backs of both hands (including the 

backs of the thumb and fingers and the web area between thumb and fore-

finger) were sampled separately with a 2.5 -em-diameter disc that was 

coated on one side with Scotch No. 465 adhesive transfer tape. This col1ec-
:'i" 

Hon procedure was chosen because the sam,e discs could be inserted into 

the scanning electron microscope for analysis. Figure 1a shows, the us e 

of the adhesive-coated, disc-shaped sample block for collection of residue 

from the back of the hand. 

,b""or the photoluminescence analysis 'of Pban<i",Sb, 0.5 ml of 7 ,molar 
••• 1, 

hydrochloric acid (HCI) was pipetted onto the tape' sur£~ce'and allowed to 

soak and react for 3 ,thin. For periods longer than 3 min, the HCI began 

to react vigorously with the aluminum .~iscs that were used to support 

the adhensive. A,fter the HCI reaction, 'a Pasteur pipet was u.sed to remove 
'I 

the acid from the tape, as shown in Figure lb. Then the acid sample was 
';~_ •. , ," ',:' , 0 

placed in a Supra~i1'quartz sample tube;of precision bore, 4-mm inside 

diameter and 6-mtn,outside diam~ter. * After the HCl-residue sample was 
~ ,.: ' 

pipetted into the speci~en tube, the latter was immersed inta;Jiquid nitrogen 

>,'( 

Commercial grade quartz fluoresces strongly under ultraviolet excitation ,,' 

and therefore is unsuitable for use in this analysis.,.The quartz must have 

high transmis sion in the ultra violet spectral region because the Sb excita

tion spectrum peaks at 240 nm •. All optical components, stich as filters 

and optical Dewars, must have low fluofe'scence. 
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Fig. 1. 

---......-~--.. -: ~. 

~./l/ .. :> .. ... . 

lp/ ' 
.' , 

.1 

( a) 

Tape Adhesive Collection Method. (a) Disc-shaped sar:npling bl.ock,. 
coated on one side with adhesive transfer tape, IS ap~lled to shn of 
back of hand. (b) Pasteur pipet is used to remo~e aCld from tape 
sample after reacting for 3 min with gunsh:>t reSIdue. (c) The 
O. 5-ml HC1-gunshot .residue sample has been removed. from ta.pe 
and pipetted into quartz sample tube, and i.s r~arly ~or Imme1'SlOn 
into liquid nitrogen in the Dewar flask, WhlCt1 1S bell1~ h.eld below. 

-0-

in a quartz optical Dewar, as shown in Figure ic, and was analyzed for Pb 

and Sb content. The quartz opncal Dewar used is comm.ercially available 

from manufacturers of fluorescence instrumentation, such as American 

Instrument Co., Inc. (Part No. B28-62140). The Dewar also can be 

specially fabricated by a local glass blower; it is of critical importance that 

the tip be designed for low fluorescence. Our Dewars were fabricated by 

Cal Glass Research, Inc., Costa Mesa, California. Following the Pb and 

Sb analysis at 77°K (boiling point of liquid nitrogen), the quartz sample 

tube must be rapidly heated to prevent breaking and loss of the tube as a 

result of the difference in coefficients of expansion between the frozen acid 

and the quartz. 

Apart from the sample compartment, the photoluminescence instrunwn-

tation, shown in Figure 2, consisted of an excitation system and emi ssi,m moni-

tor (light detection) system. The excitation source used in most of this work 

was an 0 sram XBO 450 W /4 Suprasil quartz xenon direct-current arc lan~p, 

chosen for its brightness and because its spectral output does not vary rapidly 

with wavelength. The smooth distribution of light output versus wavelength, 

characteristic of the xenon lamp, was required because the data were n'-

corded in the form of excitation spectra~ in which the luminescence intensity 

at a fixed wavelength is measured as the excitation wavelength is varh'd. 

The excitation light was directed through a continuous scanning excitation 

monochromator (Jarrell Ash Model 82-440 double monochromator), which 

selects the wavelength of light striking the sample. Focusing lenses were 

placed between the light source and the entrance slit of the excitation 

-7 -
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monochroma to r, and between the exit slit of the excitation Inonochl'onla1'o l' 

and the sample. The excitation light induces luminesc enCll from the san11'1e, 

which wa s focus ed onto the slits of an emission n1onochromator (McPlwl'son 

model 218, 0.3 meter) that was preset to pass thl' wavelength charactt'rlstic 

of the luminescen~e of the constituent to be lllCaHllred. The lunlinesCl~lH'(' 

pas sing through the emis sion monochrol'nator was dt,tected wi th the 1'('(1-

sensitive RCA model C 31034 photomultiplier, which has a flat spectral 

response froln 400 to 700 nm. The photomultiplier signal was amplifil'd vdth 

a Keithley 417 picoammeter, and the.- spectra rt'Co rded with a Hons ton 

EXCITATION Omnigraphic model 2000 X- Y rucorder. Thl' im..;tru!lwntation is of moclnlal' 

" ,~" 

LI GHT r-' i 
SOU 'I. 

~ . 
U . 

rJ 
~ 

arrangenlCnt, and appropria.te optical filters could l'L~"tdi1y tW llHl'Cl to r('placl~ 

the emission monochromator, thereby sirnplifying the systl'm. The modular 

arrangement also allows for any compa rablt' com.bination of light souret' H, 

monochromators, amplifiers, photomultipliers, and 1'l'co1'ders of differt'll\:: 

manufacture and model number to be empluYl,d in thbi analyr~iR. 

For Sb analysis, the emission ulOnochroluatol' \vas sd at {,(,o 11tH, 

although the Sb emission peaks at about 600 to 620 nm. Thl.' :,dl'('tion of 

660 nm was made to n1inimize background interference. An optk •. tl CHI-I)!'f 

filter of low fluorescence, Schott FG-iO, was pluced bctwl'l'n tIll' samph· 

compartment and th(' cn1ission monochrOlnator in 01'dl'r to l~xc1ud(' any 

Fig. 2. Photoluminescence Apparatus scattered excitation light from reaching the monochl'mnator. Fur Ph 

analysis, the emission 111onoch1'omator was St't at tIll' t'nlis~lion Inaxinut!ll, 

385 nm, and the usc of filters was not required. With tht' emh-n'JLou muno :h1'o-

mat~r set at 660 nm for Sb and at 385 nm for Pb, and with (~ontit~l1011s 
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val'iation of the excitation wavelength l maxima wei'e observed at 240 nm 

and 300 nm for Sb and at 272 run fol' Ph. These excitation spectra ,H'e 

analogous to the absol'ption spectl'a aftel' correction fol' the variation with 

wavelength of the intensity of the excitation source. Figure 3 exhibits 

representative data (excitation spectl'a) for Pb and Sb analyses of hand-

samples taken from the firing hand after a one-round, .38 Specialrevolvel' 

iii'iug; aftel' a"one-round, • 22 revolver firing; and of a handblank. For 

quantitative analysis, calibration plots are made from Pb and.8b standard 

solutions in HCI. The acid- residue samples are analyzed shortly after 

preparation because the Pb and Sb complexes begin to lose luminescence 

intensity after a period of time. A. C. S. reagent grade HCI from Baker and 

Adamson (Allied Chemical) was used successfully without background inter-

ference or luminescence quenching. The detecti(m limits of Sb and Pb in the 

absence of organic contaminants from the hand are 0.5 and O. 1 ng, respectively, 

In the presence of typical organic hand contaminants, the detection limit £01' 

both Sb and Pb is 10 ng. 

Barium does not form a luminescent molecular complex with HCl. 
, 

No satisfactory fluorometric etnalysis method for Ba that could be applied 

for gunshot l'esidue analysis has yet been developed. Additional details 

concerning the analysis method are contained in the original report. 1 
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SmHC' analyses W('t'(., also mad{~ using a Baird Atonlic Fluorimet iilter 

fllloriull'tt'r (Figure 4) that wa~ modified to permit antimony analysis. The 

..?,;,·t-tllll m('r~'tll'y rL'!"onance line was used £01' excitation, and an interference 

fil1l'l' vl'nh'l'l'd at ,>''50 mn was hll-wrted between the nlercury larnp and the 

:~;ullpll' to IH('V('llt all excitation except the 254-nn1 tnercury line £ronl reach-

ill)!, 1111' Hamp!!!, :\ holder block was machined to pnsition the liquid nitrogen 

Dvwar l'ilddly. The block wa.,.; provided with slits that confinc'Cl excitation 

and ddl'('ti0n to tiw d('sil't'd sarnple arpa. An interferencE..' filter ccntC'red at 

('I~~ mn with 27-mn full width at half ht'ight was used to isolate Sb lumines-

VII1l'\,. TIlt' IIamanmtsu R446 photomultiplic" supplied \vith the fluorimeter 

\\'as Hell'cl withuut modifiention. Sample preparation was the same as for the 

(JUlI'l' "vork involving Hw spl'ctrofluorimder. Data were reduced by '~ub .. 

t rncting tlll' signals £01' reagent blanks from those for handsamples. 

l\~osl guns US~'d in the study Were ne\v, They included a .22 caliber 

Harl'ingtun n.llcl Richardson model 929 rl'volver (2-in. barrel), a .2.2 caliber 

Hi-Htn.nda I'd model 1\.1-101 semiautomatic pistol, a .32 caliber revolver of I 

unknown llHl.kl' amI vury pOOl' condition, a .32. caliber Llama semiautomatic 

pi.Mni, a , 'l~O Hro\vning s~miautonlatic pistol, a 9 mm Browning Hi-Power 
iJ 

Hl'miautomatic pistol, and a .38 Special Sm.ith and Wesson revolver (2-in. 

'Jart·l'l~. All (If the 168 test firings wcrp single-round firings using com-

m,' rdal ill'antI ltll1l'llUnition. Analysis of priml'r s from. 22 long rifle 

;m~m\lniti\m hy nwn.ns of the photoluminescence rnethod (which only detects 

Ph and Sh) itHlit'ah'd that tl1(~ Fedoral primer contained Ph and Sb, whereas 

\V\'stl'l'n, n l'uwning, C. C. I., and Remington contained Pb but not Sb. 

-12 -
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CHAPTER III. . RESULTS 

In this Chapter, the· amounts of lead and antimony found are 

summarized, weapon by weapon, in Sections A through D. In addition to the 

text, there are tables and figures. Section E contains the data £01' hand-

. blanks, and Section G desodbes the results of a limited persistence study. 

The final sedion, H, describes results obtained with a low-cost fi1t~.r 

flu~?rimeter i:tlstead of' the :more elaborate instrument described in 
/' 

,.' 
Chapter II • 

A. . 38 Spe~:ial, Smith and Wesson 

Avei-agei amounts'ibf Pb and .Sb found in firing handsamples taken after 
.. ~.. ~ 

'one-round firings of a .38 Special S.mith and Wesson revolv.:ei'are listed in 

Table 1, and original data are presented in the Appendix. For 31 outdoor 

firing samples, the Pb and Sb averages were 0.6 and 0.03 !-Lg, respectively. 

For 16 indoor firings, the Pb anCl~:Sb averages were 4 and 0.13 !-Lg, re~pectively. 
:,::~" I' Jn 4 

\ ~ 'l 

As shown by the Pb anclSh averag.~s and by the graphical displays i~ Figures 

5 and 6, the indoor firing samples.produced greater amounts of Pb and Sb 

than did th~ outdoor f~ring samples ~)None of the 16 indoor firing samples 

gave Pb and Sb amounts less than the highest Pb and Sb amounts seen in our 

handblank analyses. 

B. 9 mm Semiautomatic, Browning 

Data on Pb and Sb for outdoor and indoor firing handsamples taken 

following one-round firings of a 9 mm Browning Hi-Power semiautomatic 
I' 

pistol are listed in Table 1. 

-15-
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Table 1. 

Handgun 

Revolvers 

.38 Special 

.32 

.22 

Semiautomatic 
Pistols 

9mm 

.380 

.32 

.22 

Handblanks 

Summary of Data for Handsamples Collected 
Immediately After Firinga and for Handblanks 

Outdoor Indoor 
_, .. l,' 

Average Average 
Number 

Pb (flg) Sb (flg) Samples Pb (flg) Sb (flg) 

I, 

" 
0.6 0.03 31 4.0 "0. 13 

1.3 0.05 3 3.0 O. 07 

1.0 0.03 13 1.4 0.05 

f 

.. 
0.5 0.02 9 2. 2 O. 1 

2.2 0.7 6 5.0 ' 0.5 
.. , 

2.3 0.8 
;.\ 

O. 5 0.03 2 1 :;9 0.07 

0.4 <0.01 45 

a Data appear in Tables 1 through 8 of the Appendix. 
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P!o~hd Sb~~ounts of 0.5 and 0.02 IJ.g,respectively. These two averages 

do little to distinguish thes~fi~a.ndsampl.es from handblanks. Only two indoor 

firing samples were ob.tain{1d with the 9 rpm semiautomatic pistol, and they 
'<" 

both contained 2 fJ.g Pb andQ~1 fJ.g Sb. ILt'hey are typical of the average Pb 

and Sb amoun~s foun~: . .on theqack of the firing hand after firing the gun indoors, 
:'1" 

then a disparity between the indoor and outdoor samples is again indicated. 

C. .380 Semiautomatic, Browning (.380 ACP or 9 mm 

Short Ammunition) 

Our previously published preliminary work centered on the analysis of 

hand~am.ples taken immediately follo\ving two-round firings of a .380 caliber 

Browning se.miautomatic pistol. This pistol leaves a large amount of gunshot 

residue on the hands after firing and is an 'uncommon handgun in crimes 

inyolving fir.earms. 

In OU1' early work on the photoluminescence analysis for Pb ~.'1f~Sb in 

gunshot residue,. the backs of the hands were sampled with a water rinse. The 

28 samples from the two-round firings at an outdoor pistol range gave Pb 

and Sh averages of L 1 and 0.09 fJ.g, respectively. An additional 11 residue 

sarri.1?les have been collected from hands immediately following one-round 

firhigs using the tape method •. The average am.ounto£ Ph for the' six outdoor 

firillgs was 2.2 fJ.g and for Sb was 0.7 fJ.g. Five indoor firings yielded an 
, " . 

average of 5 fJ.g Ph and 0.5 fJ.g Sh. These figures cOf'roborate our earlier 

findings that this gun produces large amounts of residue. 

D. .32 Caliber Revolver, Unknowfl Make 

The Pb and Sb amounts 'found in handsamples taken immediately after 

.. , one-round firings of a .32 caliber revolver are shown in Table 1 and the 
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Appendix. 
",'1 

The make of this revolver was unknown, and":b'~:2ause ,of the very 
";",'i",',,-' 

I 

P?,Ol'"operating condition of the gun, work with it was dis continued after 
·t' , 

IHnited use. Only three one-round firings were made outdoors and two 

firings indoots with this gun. 
, 

E. .32 Caliber Semiautomatic, Llama 
,1/,., " '," 

The amou,nts of Pb and Sb found on the back of t~'e firing hand'hnm.e-

diately after firing one round from a .32 caliber Llarri!if semiautomatic pistol 
,!!~ 

:JI(.,.,;\, ,'." 

are shown in Table 1. For 20 indoor firing handsamples, the Pb and Sb 

averages w~re 2.3 and 0.8 fJ.g, respectively. Figures ~i'i',and 8 give a graPBi-
~,,::-. {;:. 

cal representationdf the Pb alld Sb amounts in tape colf~ction samples. H~md-
:, 

" blank data from tape -collection samples are also included in the graphs in 

Figures 7 and 8. The semilogarithmic plot in Figure 8 emphasizes the 

marked difference betweeen handblank amounts and shooting sample amounts .;~;; 

, All of the handblanks gave less than 0.03 fJ.g Sb, while all d~,,';the shooting 

handsampies exceeded this amount. One hundred percent of the Pb hand-

~lank values fell below 1.3 fJ.g, while 85 percent of the firing samples using 

the .32 caliber semiautomatic pistol were above 1.3 fJ.g Pb. 

F. .22 Caliber Revolver I Harrington and Richardson 

Table 1 shows Ph and Sb data f~r firing handsamples from a 2-in. -

barrel Harrington and Richardson. 22 caliber revolver. The brands of 

.22 long rifle ammunition are listed with the analysis data in the Appendix. 

Only the Federal brand cartridge primers were found tc? contain Sb. The 
Q 

obviOUS presence of Sb in gunshot residue samples collected after firing of 

antimony-free:cartridges may be caused by contamination from the Federal 

ammunition previously fired from the same gun, or it may be from the Sb 
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in the bullet. The average amoUllt of Ph found in the 13 outdoor firing 

samples was 1.0 f.1g, and the Pb average in seven indoor fh'ing samples was , 

1.4 f.1g. The average Sb amount found in thed3 outdoor samples, four of 

which were from Federal ammunition, was 0.03 f.1g. The Sb average for 

eight indoor samples, two of which were from Federal ammul1ition, was 

0.05 f.1g. 

Table 1 di~plays Pb and Sb amounts found in samples from firings 

of a .22 Hi-Standard semiautomatic pistol. Only two firings were made 

outdoors using this gun. The average Pb and Sb amounts for nine indoor 

£i~7ings were 1. 9 and 0.07 f.1g, respectively. 
i 

G. Handblanks 

In our previous work,1 20 handblank samples were taken by the water-

wash collection method, and Pb and Sb analyses were made. No Sb was 

observed in any of the wash samples, all taken from laboratory '1I0rkers. 

The Pb ~yerage for these samples was 0.2 f.1g, with the highest Pb value 

being o. 6 f.1g. 

With the tape collection method, 45 handblanks we're taken and 

analyzed for Pb and Sb content. Detectable Sb (amounts equal to and grd~ter 

than 0.01 f.1g) was observed in just one tape-lift handblank, 0.03 I-Lg, and the 

Pb average was 0.4 lAg. Table 1 and the Appendix give a list of Pb and Sb 

amounts found in tape-lift samples taken from th.e backs of the hands of 

laboratory workers, painters, machinists, auto mechanics, maintenance 

men, and workers in other fields, while at: work. Just one Pb value above 

1.0 f.1g is. seen. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the pel'centage of the 
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nurnberof.handblank samples analyzed versus Pb amount for the tape

collection handblan.ks. 

H. Persi.stence 

A study~as made of the effect of activity and elapsed time after 

shooting on the pel'sistence of gunshot residue on the back of::the hands. 

The major tests were carried out with one-round, one-hand, indoor fhings 

of a .32 Llama semiautomatic pistol using Federal brand ammunition: 

(cartridges with 71-grain metal case bullets) .... Aspects of this study were 
.. 4 

prompted by the work of Kilty. 

In the first persistence experiment, one round was fired with the 

• 32 caliber pistol, followed by placement of the firing hand into a £ront pants 

pocket three time;s. The back of the firing hand was then sampled with tape, 

a·rid the tape sample was analyzed for Pb and Sb; Table 2 lists the data. 

The pocket into Which the firing hand was placed three times was also 

sampled, and Table 2 shows the Pb and Sb analysis data. Blank pocket 

samples, taken from pockets that had no previous contact with gunshot 

·:'z", 

residue, were collected from the same persons whose pockets had been 

sampled duri~g the persistence experiment. The inside of the lip of the 

pocket was th~ primary area that was sampled £01' gunshot residue. The 

Pb and Sb averages of the seven handsamples taken after placement into a 

pants pocket three times were 0.9 and O. 12 IJ.g, respectively. The Pb 

average may not be of significance when cOiD.par~d to handblank data, but 

the Sb average is significantly above handblank values. One can compare 

these Pb and Sb handsample averages with the averages of Pb (2..3 \-Lg) and 
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Sb (0.78 iJ.g) in handsamples ta~en immediat~ly after firing the. 32 caliber 

semiautomatic pistoL 

Residue was also found in pockets. Data shown in Table 2B refer to 

the average quantity of Pb and Sb contained in samples takeh from the inside 

lip of. the pockets of subjects who fired. Following one-round firings of 

a .32 caliber semiautomatic pistol, subjects placed their firing hands iuto 

their pockets three times. Tape adhesive mL'unted on i-in. -diam sampling 

discs was then pressed against the pockets to collebt the residue. The 

average amount of Pb was O. 8 ~g and that of Sb was 0:' 10 iJ.g, where,aa for 
,,' 
" 

residue -free pockets, Pb averaged 0.28 f,Lg and Sb:was less than 0.61. f,Lg ' .. \ 1<: 

(data are tabulated in Table ZG). 

One-round, one-hand. indoor firings with Federal ammunition were 

conducted with the. 32 caliber Llama semiauto:matic pistol, followed hy 

vigorous wiping of the hands on clothing for about i5 sec, in ol'der to effect 

the removal of the residue from the hands. The average amounts of Pb and 

Sb found on the firing handsamples after this activity were 0.6 and O. 04 iJ.g, 

respectively. The data for the Sf:ven samples analyzed are listed in 

Table 3. 

Tests of the effect of normal activity on persistence; of residue were 

made for one-round, I:me-hand, indoor firings of the .32 'caliber 

selniautomatic pistol, which were followed by unrestricted activity for 

specified periods: of thne (except that handwashing was forbidden). The 

backs of both hand's we.re sampled with tape following t .. , 2-, 3-, and4-hr 

time delays. Table 4 lists the amounts of Pb and Sb found -:>n the hand

samples after the different time periods. The largest declines in amounts 

.. 27-
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Subject 
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Table 3 . El£ect of Wiping Hands on Clothing on 
Persistence ofl:Gunshot Residue a 

i: 

'\ 
" 

_ ~i;\'~ . 

Pb "(l1g) 

'\t~+:\ 

1.0 

0.69 

Sb (!J.g) 

0.03 

0.03 
3 1.2 0.07 

' ~. j 1 \' ,', 
", ' 

I 

4 0.35 -
5 0:.,35 0.01 " '~~, 

6 0.35 -
7 0.41 ',1," O. 12 

Average 0.6 0.04 
I,;;; , 

aFollowing the firing of one round from a .32 Llama semiautomatic 

pistol, the hands were wiped on the clothing vigorously for about 

15 sec in an attempt to remove the gunshot residue. Then the 

firing hand was sampled by the tape adhesive collection method. 
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Table 4. Averages of ~J)X'!andSb F19.,~nd on Hands at Various 
Time Interv;a;ls Following Firo~~g of a .32 Llama 
Semiautomatic Pistola '; 

" 

Time Period Firing Hand Nonfiring Hand, 

(hr) Pb (!J.g) Sb (!J.g) Pb (f.Lg) Sb (f.Lg') , 

0 2.3b o.Sb 0.5 -

1 0.6 0.08 0.5 0.01 

2 O. 8 0.06 0.5 0.01 

3 0.8 0.04 0.6 0.01 

4 0.6 0.03 0.4, -
".: ";',\'1''''''1''': ;~ 

.:~ 

'" ,j), ' ,;' 

a The Pb and Sb averages come from data Hste,d in Table A9. 

b The Pb and Sb averages come from Table AS. 
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of Pb and Sb were seen between the !fmm.ediate (O-hr) and i-hI' samplings. 
~, 
,,-'--:~-:-~ 

For the i-hI' time interval and longer, thfl Pb levels were indistinguishable 
\ . ~ 

from background levels. The average Sb alrounts on the tape samples taken 

from the backs of the firing hands dropped ~X an order of magnitude between 
, }i 

,! 

O-hr and i-hI' samplings. As the time intelv\ral between firing and sampling 
., <1 ' 

lengthened, the average Sb amount from firi~ghandsamples decreased, but 

at a slower rate after the first hour. Figure i/Jf3l1ov·.js ;l plot of average Sb 

amounts versus Hme for the delay of sampling following th\~firing. The 

nonfiring handsamples gave undetectable levels at the 0- and 4-hr intervals, 

while for each of the i-, 2-, and 3-hr' time intervals after firings, two of 

the five samples taken contained detectable Sb. Table 4 displays these 

a verages for Pb and Sb. 

Data on Pb and Sb from limited persistence tests using several dif£er-

ent guns and makes of ammunition are shown in Table 5. During the time 

interval between the firing (one round with one hand, indoors) and sample 

collection, unrestricted activity was allowed except that hands were not 

washed. 

1. FUter Fluorimeter 

Some preliminary effort has been devoted to development of an inex-

pensive filter fluorimeter instrument for inorganic luminescence analysis. 

This instrument is intended as a screening detector for the small, local 

laboratory. 

Six single -round firlng:specimens obtained with indoor firings of a 
\\ . 

.38 caliber Special revo~ver were analyzed by both the filter fluorimeter 
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Fig. iO. Persistence with Thne of Sb on Firing Hand Foll.q:~ing 
One-Round Firing of a .32 Llama Semiautomatic F,>,;~stol. 
Samples were collected with tape.: 
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Time 
Period 

(hl' ) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Table 5. Effect of Time on Persistence of Gunshot 
Residue Studied wi.th a Variety of Guas 

Ammo 
Handgun Used Brand Pb (flg) 

'T 

.38 Special Smith and Wesson Revolver Remington 1.1 
" 

· 38Special Smith and Wesson Revolver Remington 1.0 

· 32 Revolver Western 0.8 

.32 Revolver Western 0.9 

· 22 Hi-Standard Semiautomatic Remington 2.0 

· 22 Hi-Standard Semiautomatic Western 1.1 
Super X 

· 22 Hi-Standard Semiautomatic Federal 1.5 
E . 

! 1\ . 
Browning t. .22 Smith and Wesson Revolver O. qO 

.38 Special Smith and Wesson,. Revolver Norma 3.0 

.38 Special Smith and Wesson Revolver Norma 2.9 
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Sb (flg) 

0.05 

0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

0.08 

0.01 

0.03 

-

O. 13 

0.09 

and the recording spectrofluorimeter tha{,has been used for past work. The 

~ame amounts of Sb were observed in ea~~ case. Six handblanks were also 

exami.rikd. , .J 
\., -.~---

,,'!.i;~etric analysis, although em·ission signals '~!ere observed with the filter 
~'j-AW'" 

The handblanks showed no evid'~nce of Sb in the spe ctrofluori-

~ ': ' , 

fluorimeter, the highest being equivalent to the O. 03-l-Lg standard. Because 

the filter fluorimeter only looks at light signals in a particular Wavelength 

region (e. g., about 622 nm), low levels of Sb are not distinguished from 
"'J' 

background emission at 622 nm. With the spectro£1uorimeter, the advan

tage of spectral shape makes Sb analysis more;'~ensitive and definitive than 
. ')~:~;: 

the filter system. '~:~~\'(. 
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CHAPTER IV. DISCU.SSION 
.'1" 

In previous studies, it was established that gunshot residue contains 

a heterogeneous mixture of particles that contain Pb, Sb, and Ba. In a prior 

paper that presented results obtained by the sca~n;ing electron microscope 

analysis of individual particles,3 it was concluded that some indlvidual par-

ticle~1 contain primarily one of these elements, whereas others contain mix-

tures. Furthermore, the size of the particles was observed to vary from 

less than 1 fJ.m to greater than 100 1J.1n. Therefore,.any process that segre-

gates particles on the basis of physical properties such asmass or density, 

for example, could be expected to influence the average quantities measured 

in an analysis of the residue that is finally collected. Factors involved in 

residue transport, such as wind, residue retention, or skin condition, as 

well as collection method, can potentially influence the average composition 

of the residue that is subjected to analysis. In fact, other workers have con-

cluded that the wide variation in amounts and compositions of residues ob
'~'~.;~~~', 

,\/1,', 

served for successive similar firing tes~s":can be explained on the basis that 

most of the mass of the elements detect.€:4 is contained in a few large parti

cles.
5 

It is then hypothesized that a t~,~'~~ variation occurs in the nunlber 
'\.:,), 

and composition of these larger particles recovered from firing to fi:ring. 

Similar conclusions ar-e supported by the data obtain~d in this study. 
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A. Handsamples Collected Immediately After Firing 

In the~'i 38 Special r~volver firing handsamples, a substantial increase 

)n the Pb and S~ Clverages for the indoor over the outdoor firings may hav~ 
'\,', 'I 

been caused by the wind encounter-ed outdoors. The average Pb and sti~~;:;: 
" .':.:f~~ffY 

amounts il'om the. 38 Special revolver outdoor firing handsamples (taken 

with tape itnmediately after firing) were too close to the handblank levels to 

be definitive in gunshot residue analysis, but the Pb and Sb indoor firing data 

showed levels substantially above the handblank levels. The fact that some 

of the ammunition used for the outdoor tests was not used in the indoor tests 

does not seem to influence this result. For Western (lubaloy bullet) cartridges, 

the averages for five outdoor firings were 0.57 flg Pb and 0.02 flg Sb, while 

the averages for nine indoor firings were 4.9 !J.g Pb and O. 16 /-Lg Sb: For 

Remington (lead-nose bullet) cartridges, the averages for five outdoor firings 

wel;e 0.92 /-Lg Pb and 0.04 /-Lg Sb, while the averages for six indoor firings 

w~l'e 2.8 /-Lg Pb and O. 10 /-Lg Sb. For 16 indoor firing handsamples of the. 38 

Special revolver, the Sb average of 0.13 /-Lg is appreciable, but is less than 

the Gulf General Atomic O. 20-/-Lg Sb average for 56 samples determined by 

means of neutron activation ~nalysis. 6 

After comparing our. 38 Special firing sample data and handblank data 

for Pb with the Gulf General Atomic data for Ba, we concluded that the com

binatio(~ of Ph and Sb analyses is better than the commonly used Ba and Sb 

combiri~~tion. Of our 45 handblanks, 90 percent gave Pb amounts of O. 85 /-Lg 

and. belof' while 100 pel'cent of tlle sbd:een .38 Special revolver, indoor, one

round f~*ing handsamples gave more than 0.85 /-Lg Pb. Of the 165 Class A" 
,~~~'.: 
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handblanks of the Gulf Genel'al Atomic study/:< 90 percent gave Ba amounts of 

0.34 fJ.g and below, while 57 percent of the 56 .38 Special revolver one-round 

firing haIl~:~:~:?i:nples gave mch'e than 0.34 IJ.g Ba,. 6 Therefore, this comparison 
,~~: " .. ,\\",'::.. 

suggests 1:hat Pbdetected by photoluminescence is a better indicator of resi-

due than Ba as dete cted by neutron activation analysis. 

In the limited data on the one -round, 9 mm pistol firing handsa~~les, 
Ph and Sb appeal' useful in distinguishing indoor firing samples from. hand

blank levels but not useful for the outdoor firing samples. 

A large, unexplainable discrepancy is observed in the results for firing 
":'t",( 

the.380 caliber Bro~n.ing semiautomatic between the 28 two -roun.d l outdoor 

firing hands ample~.;.;colle cted by water -wash and the six one -round l outdoor 

firing handsampl~s collected by tape. The average Pb amount for the one-

round tape collection samples is twice that for the two -round water-wash 

samples reported in the earlier report on photoluminescence detection of 
;\ 1 

gunshot residue. The average Sb amount for the adhesive collection samples 

* In the Gulf General Atomic work, four occupational groups were defined. 

Clas s A included individuals with low exposure to Ba and Sb, and consisted 

of secretaries and laboratory technicians, among others. Class B was high 

in Ba and low in Sb, including plumbers, I graphic artists, mechanics, drafts-

men, and heating and air-conditioning repair.men. Class C was low in Ba 

but high in Sb, including electronic assemblers, in particular. Class D, high 

in both Ba and Sb, included auto mechanics, painters, .machinists, and 

.maintenance .men. 
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is seven times that for the water-wash samples. A large range is observed 

in the Pb and Sb values for both indoor and outdoor firing samples. 

Too little work was done with the. 32 caliber revolver for discussion, 

but with the. 32 caliber semiautomatic pistol the contrast between Sb and Pb 

levels in firing handsamples and in handblanka was app~rent. 
From the limited amount of .22 caliber revolver firings, it appears that, 

£01' the outdoor firing samples, Ph and Sb amounts often are indistinguishable 

'.' £rO.m the hanclblank levels. The average Pb an.d Sb amounts in the case of 

indoor samples were a little grea.ter than those for the outdoor samples. Of 

the seven indoor .22 caliber revolver firing sa.mples, just two involved Sb

containing primers, but five of the seven samples gave Sb amounts of 0.03 Ilg 

or more. These l'esults can be explained in terms of introduction of contami

nation from bullet lead or by residue retained from previous firings .made with 

Sb-containing pl'i'[ncrs. 

Insufficient work was done with the .22 caliber semiautomatic pistol to 

draw conclusions about the outdoor firings, but with the indoor firing hand

samples the Pb and Sb data are, for the .most part, useful in distinguishing 

firing samples from handblanks. As in the Icase of the .22 caliber revolver, 

Sb is detected in handsamples when the calctridge fired has an Sb-free primer. 

Although just two of the nine samples involved the use of cartridges with Sb-

containing primers, all nine samples contained at least 0.03 Ilg Sb. The 

observation of antimony in residue from cartridges with antimony-free primers 

. 6 
18 not new. One possible source for this material is the small perce'ntage of 

Sb with which the bullet lead is alloyed to harden 'l't, d '.' \ an another is ~19sidue 

'retained in the barrel of the gun from previous fijl~ings,. . 
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From our li~~iFed work to date, it would be dif£icult to make a cot'l1.parison 
,:~(~~.,::~. 

of the Pb and Sb t.~;~~ls in firing handsamples between the revolvel' and semi-
;r:~ : 

automatic pistol firings. Only the. 22 caliber handguns could be compared, 
~\;{".', 

and the data,~fi'ridicate the semiautomatic pistol leaves more gunshot residue 
,1,' • 

" .. ~y::;:I, 
on the f~r.;Pig hand than does the revolver. 

:~.".' .j',. 

B . Fl~'~dblanks 
Of our sampling', of 45 handblanks, 33 subjects fall into the Class A 

c.ategory of the Gulf General AtOlnic work, 6 and there aloe i 2 subjects that 

fit into Class D of the sam.e Gulf General Atomic study. In none of our 33 

Class A handblanks was Sb detected (the minimum detectable limit being 

O. 01 \!.g Sb), while in the Gul! General Atomic study 40 percent of the Sb 

Class A handblank values were 0.01 \!g or more. Only one of our 12 Class D' 

handblanks {handsamples taken from painters, maintenance men h auto' 

mechanics, and machinists} gave a detectable amount of Sb (0.03 \!g), while 

in the Gulf General Atomic study, 59 percent of the Sb Class D handblanks 

were 0.03 !-Lg or over. The apparent discrepancy between our Sb handblank 

data and those of Gulf General Atomic is not understood. Our Sb averages 

for ha:ndblanks and one~round, .38 Special revolver firing handsamples 

clearly were lower than the analogous Gulf General Atomic averages. 

When one compares the average amount of Pb detected in handblanks 

collected using the water-wash and adhesive collection methods, it can be 

seen that about twice as much Pb was detected in the adhesive -collected 

samples as in the water-washings. Our 33 G1lass A handblanks collected with 
II 

adhesive gave an :~V'erage of 0.4 Ilg Pb, and the 20 \vater _wash-collected 
.:! ~:~ . ~ . 
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specimens gave an average of 0.2 fJ.g. Antimony was undetectable in both 

sets of handblanks . 

C. Residue on Clothing 

Data obtained from the pocket-residue ana.lyses indicate that gunshot 

residue can be found readily in the pockets of shooters who have placed theil-

):c •• t d l' ~. t f hands in their pockets. Clothing dld not m 1'0 uce ummescen", m er_ erence 

in the analyses, and common levels of Sb in pockets in which no gunshot residue 

was present feU below the minimum detectable limit. Further work needs to 

be done to study the effect of time on the persistence of gunshot residue in 

pockets. It is likely that;\~he persistence of residue transferred to a pocket 

by a hand, after shooting a gun, is longer than the persistence on the back of 

the firing hand itself. The e:xamination of the handsamples taken from the 

firing hands after placing hands into pockets three times indicated that Sb 

could still be detected easily, although the amount may be down by a factor of 

six from the Sb amounts found immediately after firing. The Pb values ob

tained from the handsamples after placement into pockets and from the pockets 

thelnselves, were essentially indistinguishable from handblank Pb data. 

Only Sb appears to be useful in the persistence analysis. -9,~r result sh~wing 

that large amounts of Sb were relTIoved from the firing hand by the placement 

of the hand in a pocket three times agrees with the findings of Kilty. 4 

*The mere pr~sence of residue in a pocket would probably be less compelling 

tlvidence of a firing than, for example, the detection of large amounts of 

residue on the back of the £~ring hand taken togethel' with small amounts of 

~he nonfiring hand. 
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Nevertheless, detectable amounts of Sb remained on the hand:~ 

.32 caliber semiautomatic pi5tol firing handsamples takenl after subjects 

placed their hands into their po~kets three tin1.es, on the cLverage" O. 12 fJ.g of 

Sb was detected, whereas an average of 0, 8 fJ.g was observed}nlmediately 
" 1 

after firing, For four. 45 caliber semiautomatic pisk')1 firing handsamples, 

Kilty saw an Sb average of 0.19 !-log, as comparec'!, t~ 1.3 p.g immediately after 

firing. The amounts b£ Sb and Ph found 011 the firing handsample following 

placement of a hand into a pocket three times do n.ot seem to be correlated 

with the amount of Sb and Pb found in the residue -containin~:.pocket. In 
'>'::/'<;','; . < .. ". 

Table 2~ for example, subjects 2 and 4 had roughly equal ambunts of Sbih,., ; .... 

the pocket sample and in the handsample. Subject 5 had roughly equCl;\ 

amounts of Ph in the pocket san1.pleand handsampl~. Subject 6 had much 

more Sb in the pocket sa!'1:lple th~n in the handsample, and subjects 3 and 6 \~ 
~ ~ 
II bO

• 1 had much more Pb ill the pocket sample than in the handsample. Su Jects , 

3, 5, and;7 had more Sb in the hand,sample than in the pocket sample, and 

subjects 1, 2, 4, and 7 had more Pb in the handsample than in the pocket 

sample. These . .variations are consistent with the heterogeneous nature of 

the particulate residue deposit. 

Tape samples collec.ted from firing hands after one-round firings; 

followed by vigorous wiping for 1i5 sec in an attempt to remove all residue, 

showed that the Pb is usuallyre;duced to the handblank lev~l, and Sb is often 

reduced to a value close to or elqual'to the handblank level. In five of the seven 

hands ample s, Sb wa~ detected, but only hvo of those samples gave amounts 

over 0.03 tJ.g. 'rhis result indicates the ~bi1ity of a shooter to remove the 
" 

. residue from the shooting hantd by deliberately and vigorously wiping it on 
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clothing. Further tests need to be done on this type of case, where both the 

clothing and the hands are sampled for Pb a!1d Sb. Our Sb data on this is-sec 

removal test are in agreement with the findings of Kilty. 4 Our Sb average for 

Kilty's two firing samples taken after is sec of wiping hands 

4 
an Sb amount of 0.05 fJ-g, representing a 26-fold red}~ction. 

D. Persistence of Residue on ~~p:~:s 
" '~~~~f ,~\' 

'!\ 
,) 

on clothing ~howed 

'Y!'i' 
In the studies of the persistEmce of gunshot residue with respect to time, 

when a .32 caliber semi>il\utomatic pistol was used Pb OI:1 the hands was reduced 

to background levels at the 1-hr ni~rk for both firing and nonfiring hands. The 

average Sh"~~tUounts for the i -, 2-, 3-, and 4-hr persistence time intervals 

were 0.08, 0.06, 0.04, and 0.03 fJ-g, respectively; therefore, Sb appears use

ful while Pb does not. When one compares the average amount of Sb in a 

handsample, taken immediately after/fi~ing a .32 caliber semiautomatic pis

tol, with the average amount of Sb {h;1'after firing# one sees an order-of

magnitude drop in the amount. Our. results are in agreement with the 

findj,ngs of Kilty, 4 which also showed a drop in Sb of about an order of 

magnitude from the O-hr to the 1-hr samples. However, the residues pro

duced by the semiautomatic pistols used in both of these studies may differ 

ii'om those which would be obtained using other types of guns; this could 
,I _ ,-

>",jjb.fluence the observed persistence, and some preliminary data f;~m .38 
I .//' \'>;-j,_, 

</-~0:'~r "'\)~liber revolver firings suggest that this may indeed be the case. An 4~der-
_ \:.::' ..)<:.~ ~' . ,;;Y 

ri!r;;... 1'/ -\, . 

(.}\(~ ,,~'~;f -magnitude drop for the average Pb amount (2 3 fJ-g) on the firing hand 
~:{;,JQfll);l' • .-

('/Y ;'~ample immed,iately after firing the. 32 caliber semiautomatic pistol would 

2;/ 
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e • reduce the average Pb to below the average handblank level for Pb. This 

explains why the Pb levels seen at the i-hr time interval are indistinguishable 

from the handblank level. On the nonfiring hand, Pb and Sb amounts in hand

samples taken immediately aft~r firing are indistinguishable from common 

handblank levels. Average Pb values at the 1-, 2-,3-, and 4-hr time intervals 

after shooting C!J.'.e indistinguishable from the common Pb handblank levels, 

and no individual Ph value from the nonfiring handsamples was greater than 

0.95 fJ-g. Although no Sh was detected in any of the four handsamples from 

nonfiring hands taken immediately after the one -round, one -hand. 32 caliber 

semiautomaticpis.tol firings, and although no Sb was detected in any of the 

four handsamples taken 4 hr after firing, Sb was detectj:~d in two of five 
'.'M~~t:W~Y,r~· , 

nonfiring-hand handscimples take:h.)li~or each of the 1-, 2-, a;nd 3 -hr time 

samplings ~fter firing., This result sug~ests the transfer of residue froln 

firing to nonfiring hand by activity over a 3 -hr period after :shooting. The, 

findings of Kilty (using two subjects) also show th";'t the Sb a/mounts increase 

on the nonfiring hand with time. 

Most of the persistence data reported here are derived from firings of 

a . 32 semiautoma~ic (Llama) and may not accurately reflect the persistence 

behavior of other types of guns and ammunition. A more defli',nitive persis

tence study of a greater variety of residues is being undertak(~n, ~sing both 

the luminescence and the particle analysis methods. 

E. Adhesive Residue Collection 

The tape adhes'ive saIliple, collection method is rapid, and it can be 

us~d in conjunction with various techniques of analysis, such as inorganic 

luminescence, atomic absorption, chromatography, and scanning electron 
~ 
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microscopy. 1.'he examination of a tape sample with the SEM for particle 

identification can be followed immediately by the quantitative analysis of 

Sb and Pb using inorganic luminescence. The tape samples can be stored 

£01' an indefinite period of time withO'l,lt harm using a closed container to pre

vent contamination, and negligible Pb and Sb background interference is 

obtained from the tape in the photoluminescence analysis. The other hand

sampling techniques employed in gunshot residue collection exhibit incon

veniences and drawbacks . The cotton swabs apply acid to the hand and 

in some instances have been contaminated with elements of interest to this 

determination. Paraffin lifts are inconvenient for field use, whereas cellulose 

acetate film lifts require high-purity material. With the water-wash collection 

method, which we previously employed, Sb deter.minations w~re hindered by 

background contamination, and the technique was inconvenient for field 

collection. With the tape method, these problems are minimized, and greater 

collection efficiency is observed. The tape method, which uses a common, 

t;ommercially awailable adhesive material, can also be used to obtain spatial 

distribution infQrmation for gunshot residue on hands. Data obtained using the 

val'ious collection techniques can be expected to differ quantitatively because 

nonidentical areilS of the hand are sa111:pled and efficiency of retention for 

various components of the residue can be expected to vary from method to 

method. 

F., Filter Fluorimeter 

The modified commercial iilter fluorimeter provides the sensitivity 

required for Sb analyJ~} It was anticipated that.detection based on excitation,:;,; 

., .. 
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at a single wavelength;o/buld be much less spec'tfic for Sb than measurements 

based on the entire excitation spectrum. However, the limited results for 
, 

handsamples and handblanks indicate interfering signals from hand contami-

nants may nC)t be a major prob~em for screening applications. For example, 

if a thresh~ld of 0.03 f.Lg Sb were used, none of the handblanks would have 

been interpreted to be false positive, and 77 percent of specimens collected 

immediately after firing would have been correctly judged positive. Although 

the instrument is limited to Sb detection, this may not be a serious re striation 

because Pb and Ba are much less valuable indicators of residue. The great 

advantage of the fluorimeter is its low cost (about $800, plus about $300 for 

auxilia'ry equipment) and the ease of operation. More extensive testing would 

be required before the feasibility of practical application could be assessed. 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLU SION 

t,norganic lwninescence analysis combined withothe adhesive method of 
"'J'" 

":}f 
sa.mple collection provides a convenient and effective method for elemental 

"': 
".,. 

,.,.\,,~.i'· 

analysis of gunshot residue. Antimony appears to be the most useful indicator 

of the presence of residue because of its low abundance in handblanks. Results 

for handblanks have indicated significantly less Sb than has been reported in 

past surveys. This may be associated with the new collection and analysis 

procedures. If these findings are confir.med by subsequent independent studies, 

the utility of elemental analysis would have to be asses.sed more favorably than . 
in the past for promptly collected residue and for delayed collection, provided 

the preliminary persistence data obtained thus far are typical. , 

Comparison of the new Pb data with prior studies of Ba in gunshot residue 

. suggests that Pb is a more valuable .measure of residue than Ba, which had been 

used in most previous detection work. However, both Pb and Ba have average 

handblank levels equivalent to the reduced average amounts of these elements 

that are found one hour after firing. Therefore, they are not expected to be use-

ful indicators in typical casework involving live suspects. In cases of suicide or 

immediate collection of residue, they should provide a useful supplement to 

-infor.mation from Sb. 

It can be anticipated that overall detection perfor.ma~?ce would not be 

reduced exces sively if analysis capability were limited to Sb. Considerable 

savings in equipment design c.ould be achieved for a special purpose instrument 

limited to this function. However, ove~ the long run, Pb will become more 
I! 
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useful as its environmental (automotive) source is eliminated, provided ftis 

retained as a constituent of ammunition. 

sacrificed if a limited system is adopted. 

Therefore, the future capability is 

Ability to detect residue transf~rred from hands to clothing pockets is 

a highly promising outcome of this study. A large part of the residue adheres 

110 the cloth and can be removed by the adhesive technique. Since substantial 

persistence of this deposit is anticipated, it may becOtne a valua:b~~ procedure. 

Also,i~ansfer of residue from the firing to the nonfiring hand was observed 

consistently in tests of residue persistence, in agreement with results of other 
'- /.;" 

research':i:r.roups. 

'i 
,\ 
'i 
\, 

\0 
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A. 

Cr 

Table At. .38 Special Smith and Wesson Revolvera 

Outdoor Firings B. Indoor Firings 

Pb (fJ.g) Sb (fJ.g) Cartridge b 
Pb (fJ.g) Sb (fJ.g) Cartridgeb 

0.55 _c W, 158 gr LUB 3.5 0.12 W, 158 gr LUE 
0.30 0.01 W, 158 gr LUB 5.1 0.17 W, 158 gr LUB 
0.56 0.03 W, 158 gr LUB 4.7 0.12 W, 158 gr LUE 
0.50 0.01 W, 158 gr LUB 5.0 . 0.09 W. 158 gr LUB 
0.92 0.04 W" 158 gr LUB 7.8 ,:IT 0.25 W, 158 gr LU13 
1.7 0.04 R, 158 gr RNL 5.3 Q.18 W, 158 gr l..U13 
1.0 0.05 R. 158 gr RNL 1.7 0.07 W, 158 gr LUB 
0.44 0.03 R, 158 gr RNL '1. 8 0.30 W. 158 gr LUll 
0.50 0.03 R. i58 gr RNL 5.9 0.18 W, 158 gr LUB 
0.98 0.06 R. 158 gr RNL 2.3 0.08 R, 158 gr RNL 
0.55 0.04 R. 125 gr JHP 2.1 0.14 R, 158 gr RNL 
0.33 - R. 125 gr JHP 2.2 O. 07 R, 158 gr RNL 
0.50 0.19 R, 125 gr JHP 1.7 0.07 R, 158 gr RNL 
0.55 0.04 R, 125 gr JHP 3.9 0.11 R, 158 gr RNL 
1.3 0.05 R, 125 gr JHP 4.4 0.13 R, 158 gr RNL 

0.90 0.01 R, 125 gr JHP 

0.58 - SV. 110 gr JHP 

0.40 0.06 SV, 110 gr JHP 

0.55 0.01 SV, 110 gr JHP 

0.43 0.02 SV, 110 gr JHP-

0.60 0.06 N, 158 gr JHP 

0.29 0.06 N, 158 gr JHP 

0.21 0.03 N, IS8 gr JHP 

1.1 0.03 N, 158 gr JHP 

0.69 0.02 N, 158 gr JHP 

0.60 0.04 N. 158 gr RNL 

0.29 0.04 N. 158 gr RNL 

0.54 0.01 N, 158 gr RNL 

1.0 0.07 N, 158 gr RNL 

0.65 0.07 unk 

0.30 0.03 unk 

a The tape coJ.1ection method of sampling was applied to the -back of the £iring hand following '. 
the one-round firing of a .38 Special Smith and Wesson revolver (2-in. barrel). 

bW ::: Western, R = Remington, SV:: Super Vel, N :: Norma, LUB ::: lubaloy bullet, 

RNL ::: lead round nose bullet, JHP :: jacketed hollow point bullet. unk '" unknown. 

cThis symbol indicates that no detectable amount was observed. For Sb, it indicates no 

evidence of Sb. 
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Table A2. 9 mm Browning Hi-Power Semiautomatic Pistola 

'. 

A. Outdoor Firings B. Indoor Firings 

Pb (IJ:~) Sb (lJ:g) Cartddgeb 
Pb (lJ:g) SB (lJ:g) Cartridgeb 

0.30 - F, 123 gr mc 2.1 0.12 F, 123 gr mc 
o 68;11" l:;"~;':O, .. ;.Q3 F, 123 gr mc 2.3 0.14 . F, 123 gr • "~\!~:,? mc \;~:.~ 

0.30' 0.01 S, 100 gr JHP 
,j: 

0.61 { 0.02 L, mc 
'.' 

" "', 
0.43 0.05 F, 123 gr mc 

:1.1 0 .. 02 F, 123 gr lilC 
'I',' 

0.35 0.01 L, mc,,· 

0.25 ,0.05 S, 100 gr JHP 

0.29 - F, 123 gr mc 

Average: 

0.5 0.02 

a . 
The tape collection method of sampling was applied to the back of the firing 

. ' 
hand following the firing of one round from a 9 mm Browning Hi-Power 

semiautomatic pistol. 

b 
F = Federal, S = Speer, L = Lapui~ Patruunatehdas (Finnish), 

mc = metal case bullet, JHP = jacketed hollow point bUllet. 
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Table A3. .380 Browning Semiautomatic Pistola 

.' b 
Indoor Firing Sample s A. Outdoor Firing Samples B. 

Pb (lJ.g) Sb (/J.g) Cartridge c Pb (lJ:g) Sb (fJ.g) Cartridge c 

1.0 0.22 R, ::'95 gr mc 1.1 0.33 R, 95 gr mc 

3.6 0.40 W, mc 9. 2 ,;" 0.63 W, l'ri.C 

4.2 0.90 W, mc 4.7 0.72 W, mc 

2.8 0.90 W, mc 6.4 0.21 W, mc 

0.90 0.08 R, 95 gr mc 3.2 0.54 W, mc 

0.85 0.10 R, 95 gr mc 

Average Average 

2.2 0.7 5.0 0.5 

a The tape collection method of sampling was applied to the back of the firing 

hand following the one-round firing of a .380 Browning semiautomatic pistol. 

bTwenty-eight handsamples from two-round outdoor firing collected by a 

water wash gave Pb and Sb averages of 1.1 and 0.09 IJ:g, respectively • 

cR = Remington, W = Western, mc = metal case bullet. 
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Table A5. .32 Llama Semiautomatic Pistola 

,. 

Indoor Firings -',. 
Pb (/ig) Sb (/ig) Ca.rtridgeb Pb (/ig) Sb (/ig) Cartridgeb 

3.8 1.7 F, 71 gr mc 0.9 0.19 F, 71 gr mc 
.... 

0.6'4' 1.7 F, 71 gr mc 1.9 0.98 F, 71 gr me 
, ", 

1.8 0.83 F, 71 gr mc 1.8 0.91 F, 71 gl' nlC 

2.4 0.66 F, 71 gr mc 1.7 0.79 F, 71 gr nlC 

0~8 0.07 F, 71 gr mc 1.5 0.23 F, 71 gr lnc 

1.8 0.30 F, 71 gl" mc 5.0 1.7 F, 71 gr n'lC 

1.5 0.35 W, mc 3.6 1.7 F, 71 gr n'lC 

. 
3.8 71 gr 2.1 0.28 W, mc 1.3 F, mc 

II 
11 
I 

0.7 0.11 R, 71 gr mc 3.7 0.95 F, 71 gr mc 

1.4 0.12 F, 71 gr mc 5.0 1.8 F, 71 gr mc 

Average 

2.3 0.8 

a The tape collection method of sampling was applied to the back of the firing 

hand following the one - round firing of a • 32 Llama semiautomatic pistol. 

bF = Federal, W = Western , R = Remington , mc = metal ca$e bullet. 
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Table A6. .22 Harrington and Richardson Revolvera 

A. Outdoor Firings B. Indoor Firings 

Pb (j.l.g) Sb (f-I.g) Ammo Brand Pb (f-I.g) Sb (f-I.g) Ammo Bra~d 

2.9 0.12 Western Super X 1.6 0.13 Western Super X 

1.8 0.07 Western Super. X 0.9.1 0.03 Federal 

2.6 0.09 Western Super X 2. 1 0.08 Federal 

0.43 - Western Spper X 1.7 0.04 Browning 

0.26 - Western Super X 0.7 0.0;3 Browning 
, 

0.53 - Western Super X 0.6 - Browning 
,1,/:;,.;, , , 

0.69 0.10 Federal 2.0 0.01 j.~>e:mington 

0.50 - Federal 4. 01) 0.5b Remington 

0.35 0.01 Federal 

0. 16 . 0,04 Federal 

1.0 - Remington 

1.0 0.01 Remington 

0.22 - Remington 

Average Average 

1.0 0.03 1.4 0.05 

a The tape collection method of sampling ,vas applied to the back of the firing hand 

following the one-round firing of a .22 Model 929 Harrington and Richardson 

revolver (2-in. barrel). Copper-coated ammunition was used. 

bThis result is unusual since no Sb is contain.ed in the cartridge primer in this 

case. The Pb and Sb entries for this sample are omitted in the calc1,l1ation of 

the averages for Pb and Sb. 
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Ta,ble A 7. .22 Hi-Standard Semiautomatic Pistola 

A. Outdoor Firings B. Indoor Firings /; 

Pb (j.l.g) Sb (j.l.g) Ammo Brand ,Pb (j.l.g) Sb (j.l.g) Ammo Brand 

0.5 0,02 Browning 1.4 0.03 Western Super X 

0.15 0.03 Federal 2.4 0.09 Federal 

2.1 0.07 Federal 

3.0 0.09 Browning 

.1. 3 0.04 Browning 
.':<"., " 

1,2 0.04 Remi~1~ton 
. ii/f. 

3.1 0.05 eel 

1,6 0.14 eCI 

1.0 0.07 CCI 

Average 

l 1.9 0.07 

a The tape collection method of sampling was applied to the back of the firing hand 

followin~ the I,>ne- round firing of a .22 mod,el M-10 1 Hi-Standard semiautomatic 

pistol. Copper-coated ammunition was used. 
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Occupation 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

L'aboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Labol".atory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Laboratory worker 

Floor sander 

TV repairman 

Bicycle factory worker 

1\ 

Table AS. 

Pb (Il-g) Sb (fJ.g) 

0.30 -
0.26 -
0.55 -
0.60 -

' 0.25 -
0.25 -
'0.45 -
0.45 -
0.25 -
0.38 -
0.12 -
0.37 -
0.60 -
0.20 -
0.40 -
0.36 -
0.90 -
0.85 -
0.95 -
0.53 -
0.34 -
0.34 -
0.20 -

a Handblanks 

Occupation 

Carpet layer 

Typist 

Typist 

Liquor store clerk 

Barber 

Pharmacist 

Office worker 

Teacher 

Disabled 

High school student 

Painter 

Painter 

Machinist 

Machinist 

Machinist 

Machinist 

Machinist 

Auto mechanic 

Auto mechanic 

Maintenance man 

Maintenance man 

Maintenance man 

Pb (fJ.g) Sb (fJ.g) 

0.55 -
0.12 -
0.11 -
0.17 -
0.18 -
0.08 -
0.10 -
0.10 -
0.17 -
0.19 -
0.86 -
0.24 -
0.76 -
D.70 -

,0.34 -
0.60 0.03 

0.25 -
0.62 -
1'.3 -
0.70 -
0.43 -
0.63 -

a The tape collection ~ethod was used to remove debris from the back of the right hand of persons 
, 

who pad not recently fi~ed a gun. 



• Table A9. Effect of Time on Persistence of dunshot Residuea 

Time Period Firing Hand Nonfiring Hand 

Subject 
Between 

Firing and Collection 
(hrl Pb (f.1g) Sb (f.1g) Pb (f.1g) Sb (f.1g) 

1 0 0.88 o. 19 0.42 -
2 0 1.9 0.98 0.22 ~ 

4 0 3. 7 0.95 0.75 -
6 0 5.0 1.8 0.60 -

Average 2.9 1.0 0.5 -
1 1 0.85 0.12 0.79 0.03 

2 1 0.40 0.05 O. J 3 -
3 1 0.12 0.07 0.95 0.03 

6 1 0.25 O.O:':! O. is -
8 I 0.63 O. 12 0.53 -

Average 0.6 0.08 0.5 0.01 

j 2 1.3 0.15 0.62 0.03 

2 2 0,48 0.12 0.13 -
3 2 0.33 - 0.33 -
4 2 1.3 0.03 0.95 0.02 

8 2 0.31 - 0.30 -
Average O.B 0.06 0.5 0.01 

1 3 1.2 0.04 '0.70 0.02 

2 3 0.48 0.06 0.42 -
3 3 1.3 0.07 0.12. 0.01 

4 3 0.69 0.03 0.78 -
9 3 0.23 - o. 16 -

Average 0.8 0.04 O. 'a 0.01 

1 4 0.80 0.03 0.53 -
I 4 1.0 0.07 0'.60 -
2 4 0.51 0.02 0.30 -

-
9 4 0.25 - 0.30 -

Average 0.6 0.03 0.43 -
aFolloWi .. 

ng the flr,mg of one round wlth one hand from a .32 Lama semiautomatic pistol, 

0., 1-, 2-, 3., and 4-hr intervals were allowed to pass before sampling ot the hands 

with the tape collection method. The only restrictioJ;l on ihe activity of the hands over 

these time in,tervals was that the subject did not wash them. ':' 
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ACP 

Ba 

cm 

Dewar 

gr 

Handblank 

Hands ample 

HCI 

K 

ml 

mm 

Monochromate:J:" 

GLOSSARY 

Automatic Colt Pistol: used together with caliber 

designation to des cribe a specific cartridge 

configuration 

barium 

centimeter 

vacuum flask, similar to a thermos bottle, that 

provides a high degr'ee, of ther~al insulation for the 
',\1 

" 

content, which is commonly a cryoger~~c fluid such 

as liquid nitrogen 

gram 

grain: bullet weight is given in grains; 

1 gr = 0.0648 grams 

specimen taken from the back of the hand of ,a 

person who has not fired a gun 

specimen of gunshot residue taken from the back 

of the hand of a person who may have fired a gun 

hydrochloric acid 

Kelvin 

milliliter 

millimeter 

wavelength selector for the ultraviolet, visible, 01' 

infrared spectrum consisting of mirrors and a grating 

or prism 
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nm 

Pb 

Photolumine s cence 

Photomultiplier 

Sb 

\\ 

'\ I 
',I 

() 

\, 

nanometer: a unit of length equal to 10 -7 cm that is 

commonly used'in the measurement of light wavelength 

lead 

light emitted by a chemical species in the visible 

or ultraviolet wavelength region of the electro-

magnetic spectrum when the spedes has been 

excited with radiation of higher energy 

an extremely sensitive instrument, which is used 

for the detection of light, that consists of a photo-

cath()de, an anode, and a series of electron multi-

plier dynodes 

antimony 

microgram: one millionth of a gram (10-6 g) 
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